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A world of trouble, as usual.  The whole picture, also as usual. 
  

As always, we have a World of Trouble these days:  “5 Hours in Gas Lines!  Shortages 
Across the South!”,  “Inflation Fear!  Stocks Plunge!”, and “Lumber Up 600%!  Buyers Priced Out of New 
Homes!”, and so on.  Also as always, if we trust the media to give us the whole picture every day . . . 
there’s a bridge in Brooklyn for sale, cheap.  
  
The whole picture is as interesting as we’ve ever seen it, at Outlook.  It features some looming problems 
which deserve to be feared—and inflation is one of them.  It also features some remarkable strengths, on 
Main Street, which deserve a lot of respect.  The strengths have the upper hand over the problems at this 
moment, and probably for a good while yet.  A minor story in today’s Wall Street Journal was a good 
example.  Here’s the picture. 
 

 
 
The Journal is a business newspaper, after all, so the story focused on lenders and card companies 
wondering about their futures, as American’s credit-card usage plunges.  That picture up there is startling 
by any standards of history:  a drop in household card debt from $910 billion to $750 billion in 15 months 
is Big News indeed.  It’s just not as eyeball-riveting as “5 Hours in Gas Lines!” or “Stocks Plunge!”, so it 
was tucked away in a corner, like most good news.  
  
Outlook’s clients and friends know the answer to “Why?”  Because people eventually behave normally 
and sensibly in response to those Big Problems or Big Fears.  12 years ago we were clobbered 
by the Financial Calamity and Global Bank Run of 2008 – 2009.  The response in U.S. households and 
businesses was completely normal and sensible:  they made themselves much safer, so they wouldn’t be 



destroyed by a repeat.  We’ve looked at the picture of U.S. household debt in the past, seeing it plunge to 
historic lows after the Calamity . . . and stay there.  
  
Next we had the Virus and Lockdown Calamity of 2020 – 2021 . . . and now we have the picture above.  
  
A few thousand years of economic history makes one fact profoundly clear:  debt kills.  Too much debt 
destroys individual households, individual businesses, whole industries and whole countries.  It doesn’t 
wreck them right away; it waits until a Big Problem comes along (usually also a Big Surprise) and 
then the wreckage begins, as the over-indebted find they can’t stay on their financial tightropes when a 
hurricane is blowing.  And just the opposite is also taught by those thousands of years of history:  a strong 
financial position helps people and companies handle some ghastly problems.  
  
That’s about where we stand today . . . except that the ghastly problems are only swirling around a bit, 
like tropical breezes long before they build up into hurricanes.  They’ll get stronger; but U.S. households 
and businesses are so strong they’ll cope with them . . . for a while, anyway.  
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The remarks above aren’t a general recommendation to buy or sell particular securities.  Such decisions 
should only be made in the context of an investor’s own circumstances.  Stocks and bonds carry the risk 
of loss.  
 


